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&quot;Goners&quot;
 
SOMETHNG- has changed in this dark soul
SOMEHOW- We must survive our hardest hour
SOMEDAY- We can reach our utmost goal
 
We are just two lost souls, chased by shadows
Now we must pay the price for Cupid arrows
 
It's OK to cry, there's no place to hide
They forced us to live in the hell
But I'd rather be living in there
Than never have lived with nothing to tell
 
When you're standing on your own
You know that I feel the same
But please, don't be afraid
I won't let us fade
'Coz when the moon obscures the sun
And there's nowhere to run
I'll go with you to the grave
 
TWO UNDEAD - TWO GONERS
With their shattered dreams
All is lost - EXPECT THE HONOR
They share on each other's tears
 
They don't know what was once before
They don't know how they going to win this war
 
It's OK to cry, there's no place to hide
They forced us to live in the hell
But I'd rather be living in there
Than never have lived with nothing to tell
 
When you're standing on your own
You know that I feel the same
But please, don't be afraid
I won't let us fade
'Coz when the moon obscures the sun
And there's nowhere to run
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I'll go with you to the grave
 
THIS- WON'T BE- THEIR LAST CHANCE
THEY-CAN'T- TORE ‘EM ALL APART
 
When you're standing on your own
You know that I feel the same
But please, don't be afraid
I won't let us fade
'Coz when the moon obscures the sun
And there's nowhere to run
I'll go with you to the grave
 
Balint Nagy
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1000 Stars
 
Shattered dreams, endless nights,
Without you I've lost the light
But with the aim to survive
Our heartbreaking goodbye
 
I'll carry a picture of you and me
Within my heart, for eternity
 
As we recognized that our time has died
A thousand stars have fallen to the ground
But now we are free to live our life
 
We had incredible passionate days
It seemed we had found our place
But it all turned out a different way
I still feel the poison in my veins
 
I thought we were meant to be
That we're each other's destiny…
 
As we recognized that our time has died
A thousand stars have fallen to the ground
But now we are free to live our life
 
Balint Nagy
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2040: Brave New World
 
The Oceans have dried out
We've ruined all the things we can't live without
Defeated by ourselves
We are immature, mortal after all
 
Tell me my brother
Do you remember?
On mother Earth
We're only passengers
Yet we kept killing her!
 
Now we are watching the forest fire
Burning down our empire
Oh, how utopian that a spark,
Can turn everything into dark
 
The Oceans have dried out
We've ruined all the things we can't live without
Defeated by ourselves
We are immature, mortal after all
 
Now that there is no future
We are only desperate creatures
Cannot say we haven't been warned
But did we really never know?
Or did we just ignore the fact,
That our darkest nightmare will be coming true?
Heavy is the price we have to pay
Because we were asleep at the time of &quot;hurricanes&quot;
 
The Oceans have dried out
We've ruined all the things we can't live without
Defeated by ourselves
We are immature, mortal after all
 
Balint Nagy
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6001 Teardrop (For The Lilly Of The Valley)
 
Pretty little memories in my head
Pretty little memories from before my dead
 
I thought I was good enough to care
I thought I was doing my best, I swear
 
I don't have the ability to forget fast
Wounds keep bleeding on my chest
I know for sure, to me you're the best
How could I just leave behind this past?
 
I can't get out of my mind
In my dreams I still see your starry eyes
So I will sing this sorrow sadly
Just like the Lilly of the Valley
 
Pretty little memories when we're scared
Pretty little secrets which we shared
 
Gloomy chances in my fate, I am unprepared
 
I thought I was good enough to fight
I thought you'll be in my arms at nights
I was the happiest man by your side
 
I can't get out of my mind
In my dreams I still see your starry eyes
So I will sing this sorrow sadly
Just like the Lilly of the Valley
 
Balint Nagy
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6th (The Positive Side)
 
(V1)
Alcohol and nicotine
Ritalin and sweet caffeine
I want some more amphetamine
That's the deal: I giving in
 
(Chor)
The choice was yours, the pain is mine
The positive side of me has died
(2x)
 
(V2)
We were friends; I don't want to be enemies
Even there's no place for apologies
But you should see my condition, it's critical
And you know I am not saying my words cynical
I'm going insane; is anybody listening?
When I struggle with this fucking misery
 
(Chor)
The choice was yours, the pain is mine
The positive side of me has died
(2x)
 
(Refr.)
And while you live, you'll watch me die
The positive side of me,
The positive side of me has died.
 
(Break)
Big fights, big aims, big dreams, love letters
You just think you found something better
 
(V3)
At the beginning it was only anxiety
Now it has clearly become agony
And I can't survive this tragedy
And I also don't understand
If I am the innocent,
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Why I got the punishment?
 
(Chor)
The choice was yours, the pain is mine
The positive side of me has died
(2x)
 
(Out)
And while you live, you'll watch me die
The positive side, the positive side,
The positive side of me has died
 
Balint Nagy
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81 Miles Away
 
You're 81 miles away
And I just wish you were here
Oh, how I wish you were here
But you're 81 miles away
 
I took no notice of the warning signs
Your crimson lipstick got me hypnotized
And I can't help my body
Can't help my body
All I want
Is your legs
Around my neck,
Your fingers crawling down my chest
Since we met
I'm a mess
I'm impressed
You're the best
 
You're 81 miles away
And I just wish you were here
Oh, how I wish you were here
But you're 81 miles away
 
Tell me what you need,
I wanna lay those roses on the bathroom floor
In the candlelight we won't get bored
You know I want so much more
This is what I'm craving for
(Instead of standing here alone)
 
I know I'm stupid, I know I'm mad
But you're the best I've ever had
I know I'm stupid, I know I'm mad
But you're the best I've ever had
And I can't get you out of my head…
 
You're 81 miles away
And I just wish you were here
Oh, how I wish you were here
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But you're 81 miles away
 
I know I'm stupid, I know I'm mad
But you're the best I've ever had
And I can't get you out of my head…
 
You're 81 miles away
And I just wish you were here…
 
Balint Nagy
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A Bennünk Élo Múlt (Hun)
 
Évek, eltelt hosszú évek,
Az ido majdnem elszakított minket,
Majdnem tönkretett egy kincset.
 
Új nap, minden nap új nap.
A vérünkben volt és lángra gyúlt,
a bennünk élo múlt.
 
Megtört szívünk között egyre fogy a táv
Addig törpül, míg utunk végül egymásra talál
Csak várjuk némán, hogy mikor válunk eggyé,
Így írva a sorsunk egyenlové!
 
Képek, el nem múló képek
Ahogy ránk ragyog a hold
De többre vágyunk mit a felszín többé nem titkol.
 
Újra, most átélhetjük újra.
A vérünkben volt és lángra gyúlt,
a bennünk élo múlt.
 
Megtört szívünk között egyre fogy a táv
Addig törpül, míg utunk végül egymásra talál
Csak várjuk némán, hogy mikor válunk eggyé,
Így írva a sorsunk egyenlové!
 
Nem menekülhetünk innen,
Hiszen okkal történt minden
Az álmainkból építettük fel e várat
Amely tüstént valósággá válhat
 
KÖZTÜNK egyre csak fogy a táv
 
Megtört szívünk között egyre fogy a táv
Addig törpül, míg utunk végül egymásra talál
Csak várjuk némán, hogy mikor válunk eggyé,
Így írva a sorsunk egyenlové!
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Affliction
 
It doesn't matter anymore, but I know it along
That my acts were so fucking wrong
So...for the 1000th time, I let you go
But there's something I really need you to know
 
I'm still haunted by the memories of our past
These are the things all I have left
My chest is so heavy now-
It's getting harder and harder to breathe
As time goes by, I've lost my every belief
 
So tell me, do you remember?
I promised I'll love you forever
After all, how should I recover?
Now, when you're not even my friend,
Nor my lover
 
I'm still haunted by the memories of our past
These are the things all I have left
My chest is so heavy now-
It's getting harder and harder to breathe
As time goes by, I've lost my every belief
 
Balint Nagy
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Aftermath
 
I noticed our worlds begin to change
My dear, you were pushing me away
I know it's just the way as always
But it hurts to know
That by now I don't mean a thing
 
You can see
Even fate can't bring peace
Let it bleed
I'm moving in slow motion
Towards acceptance
I can't do anything else
 
You know
There are words which are always fucking hard to say
But waking up without you still feeds the pain
Seems like we've escaped from our own fate
 
Both of us have a heart, what is bound to break
The pain inside us just unable to go away
Even if we will see the day
Of one last, final embrace
Nothing stays the same
 
You can see
Even fate can't bring peace
Let it bleed
I'm moving in slow motion
Towards acceptance
I can't do anything else
 
You know
There are words which are always fucking hard to say
But waking up without you still feeds the pain
Seems like we've escaped from our own fate
 
Balint Nagy
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Age Of Reason
 
Completely broken, I was standing in the rain,
Suddenly, I had had enough of the pain,
‘Coz, I don't have a reason to be tragic at all,
I lost some joy, but I've got so much more.
 
On the threshold of a new life
The sun shines more than yesterday
On the threshold of a new life
My scars began to fade
On the threshold of a new life
The pain has been washed away
 
All I ever wanted- walk proudly on these streets
All we ever wanted, living without fears
But we still have the passion, we still have the time
To recreate someday what we left behind
 
On the threshold of a new life
The sun shines more than yesterday
On the threshold of a new life
My scars began to fade
On the threshold of a new life
The pain has been washed away
 
On the threshold of a new life
The sun shines more than yesterday
On the threshold of a new life
My scars began to fade
On the threshold of a new life
The pain has been washed away
 
Balint Nagy
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Amíg Vágytam Rád (Hun)
 
Amíg vágytam rád
Sok mindent megéltem
De hosszú éjeken át
Tettek helyett csak reméltem
 
Miért csak álmodom, miért nem vagyok ébren?
Miért várok toled mást, ha soha sem teszek érte?
 
Bennem láttál
Egy másik ént jó és tiszta szívvel
Bennem láttál
Egy keseru ént egy rég megszakadt szívvel
 
Ugyanúgy fáj, ugyanúgy bánt
Mint az ideje múlt keseru emlékek
Ugyanúgy kár,
Ugyanaz vagyok
Ki nem fia a szerencsének
 
 
Amíg vágytam rád
Sok mindentol féltem
Hosszú éveken át
Csakis hátrafelé léptem
 
Miért csak álmodom, miért nem vagyok ébren?
Miért várok toled mást, ha soha sem teszek érte?
 
Bennem láttál
Egy másik ént jó és tiszta szívvel
Bennem láttál
Egy keseru ént egy rég megszakadt szívvel
 
Ugyanúgy fáj, ugyanúgy bánt
Mint az ideje múlt keseru emlékek
Ugyanúgy kár,
Ugyanaz vagyok
Ki nem fia a szerencsének
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Battlefield
 
I remember the day when our live died,
Dark clouds have overshadowed the sky.
 
I swear those were the darkest nights I had,
For so many days I wished I was dead.
 
But I was nothing more, just a stupid kid,
And I cannot change the things that I did.
One more poem but not the last,
Am I still runing from the past?
 
I'm a villain, I'm full of sins,
A fallen angel with broken wings.
 
I wanted to hold your in my arms at least,
But I broke then turned into a fucking beast.
 
Unbelievable, but I still miss you girl,
Your face, your smile, and your words,
Because I love all things that you do,
Even if they were breaking my heart in two. 
 
I would die,
Just to hold you another day.
I keep try,
To find my viable way.
 
I can't explain what I feel,
The pain is just too real.
I can't hide behind a shield,
Love is the cruelest Battlefield.
 
Balint Nagy
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Beneath The Surface
 
I'm so distracted and don't know what to do
My friends have no idea what I'm going through
I know they just preach and pretend
But the truth is, they can't understand
 
All these walls that we keep building…
All these memories which keep fading…
 
It's time to admit we've grown bitter-
Friendships turn into something else
They hear my roars as whispers-
So I'm just talking to myself
 
I wish there was a lonely place
Where I can run away from my mistakes
‘Cause I can no longer carry their weight
This burden is so much more than I can take
 
All these walls that we keep building…
All these memories which keep fading…
 
It's time to admit we've grown bitter-
Friendships turn into something else
They hear my roars as whispers-
So I'm just talking to myself
 
Balint Nagy
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Between Two Worlds
 
Time of life:
Staring at the morning star
By your side
With our hands
Clasped so tight
 
But if I leave my heart out,
Will it make me better, and drive away my anger?
Hiding all my feelings
Tired of just dreaming
 
Between heaven and hell I must pick a side
‘Cause after all this time
One of them might recognize
All the things I sacrificed
 
Time of life:
Sleepless nights
A sky so dark
No vacancy signs
In my mind
 
So if I leave my heart out,
Will it make me better, and drive away my anger?
Hiding all my feelings
Tired of just dreaming
 
Between heaven and hell I must pick a side
‘Cause after all this time
One of them might recognize
All the things I sacrificed
 
You and me-
We were everything we can be,
Treated each other
Fiendishly & heavenly
 
 
Between heaven and hell I must pick a side
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‘Cause after all this time
One of them might recognize
All the things I sacrificed
 
Balint Nagy
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Break The Pattern
 
Hello sweet joy
Will you be the death of me?
You get me higher than the ecstasy
Now I'm swimming in the solar sea
 
Hello happiness, my old friend
Misery has come to an end
So now I do everything I can
To be able to love again
 
Yeah, I've become bulletproof
Even if you beat me black and blue
I'm gonna make it through
 
I am the bullet
Brighter than a tulip
No more a loser
Shining like a jewel
Now I am better than ever
Time to break the pattern
I got rid of the poison
Poured it to the ocean
 
Hello, for long
I don't know yet if this is right or wrong
But I might have found where I belong
 
Hello contentment
You are everything what I was dreaming of
I'm no longer a prisoner of my own thoughts
 
Yeah, I've become bulletproof
Even if you beat me black and blue
I'm gonna make it through
 
I am the bullet
Brighter than a tulip
No more a loser
Shining like a jewel
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Now I am better than ever
Time to break the pattern
I got rid of the poison
Poured it to the ocean
 
Balint Nagy
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Breathing
 
I was so desperate; I lost the viewing angle of the horizon,
I thought I'll vegetate in eternal silence.
I've been bleeding
I've been beaten to the floor
But I'm still alive
And
 
I'm walking
Walking on my own
I left behind million letters & roses
Running away
Away from you
 
It was felt like I'll be a loser forever
I could barely hold myself together
I've been bleeding
I've been beaten to the floor
But I'm still alive
And
 
I'm walking
Walking on my own
I left behind million letters & roses
Running away
Away from you
 
When I've been pushed to the edge
I was scared to death
But as I examined the wreckage
I opened my eyes and found the message:
Now I can live my life relentless
 
I'm walking
Walking on my own
I left behind million letters & roses
Running away
Away from you
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Burning In The Stars
 
(V/1)
I used to be afraid of the dark
But now I admire the shinning fireflies
Their innocence helps me eliminate the grief
And to forget that nothing is what I've achieved
 
(Chor)
I'm swimming in the ocean of the hurts
So I apologize if I'm losing my temper
The pages of my story have been burned
Why there are so many things that I don't deserve?
 
(V/2)
Over my head dark clouds begin to form
It seems none can wash away the storm
I've never been a diamond, just rotten coal.
Nobody is up there, who can purify my soul
 
(Chor)
I'm swimming in the ocean of the hurts
So I apologize if I'm losing my temper
The pages of my story have been burned
Why there are so many things that I don't deserve?
 
Balint Nagy
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Code 4.1.2
 
Oh,
I've been down so low
Oh,
I had to gone too far to save my soul
But I finally let my demons go
 
Because of my emotional overloads,
I stood all alone with lack of hope,
Lived in a haze and felt so cold,
Walked these streets with broken bones.
 
Not feeling the paralyzing insecure,
Nor trace of hopelessness anymore.
I have denied any shape of agony,
And I'll never go back in time.
 
Oh,
I've been down so low
Oh,
I had to gone too far to save my soul
But I finally let my demons go
 
 
I am
I am not the same
I've reborn through the pain
I am not the same
I'm no longer digging my own grave
I am not the same
I guarantee
You'll never ever forget my name
 
I had to come across the darkest pits of hell
To finally find myself
Shaped by fire, shaped by flames
The pain has been erased
 
I am
I am not the same
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I've reborn through the pain
I am not the same
I'm no longer digging my own grave
I am not the same
I guarantee
You'll never ever forget my name
 
Balint Nagy
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Coup De Grâce
 
Dirty little secrets, hypocrite lies
Hide beneath your crimson lips
And gorgeous starry eyes
 
I thought I was faithful
It turned out I was only blind
You made me feel I'm guilty
My reliance has died
You have no idea what you left behind
 
Do you remember me?
I am not the same as I used to be
 
When your walls are crashing down
And no one's gonna be there
How will you look at yourself?
 
You philandered me
Pretending you're only mine
But you are just a waste of time
 
Do you remember me?
I am not the same as I used to be
Do you remember me?
 
When your walls are crashing down
And no one's gonna be there
How will you look at yourself?
You tryna blame me
When it's all because of you
Such a poisonous soul
How can you look at yourself in the mirror?
I will not forgive
 
When you're walls are crashing down
And you become undone
Let me be the one - to say:
I won't set you free
I won't frogive
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Cursed
 
1/3
Hey girl,
Can I have your attention?
Love is like tragedy,
I'm getting use to this happening.
 
2/3
Hey,
&quot;There's something missing&quot;
Or is it only your vision?
Don't know but now
I can't fulfill my mission
 
3/3
I got some questions but your answers were not so clear
Until the day your doubts won and you betrayed me
 
Pre
How do you look at yourself?
How do you look at yourself?
 
Chor
It seems there's no way to our happiness,
And now I'm feeling like I'm cursed.
I wanted reach again the stars
I wanted give answers the Why's
But you're too scared to try
 
4/6
Hey,
Still got a question
Why u so sure of this decision?
 
5/6
Hey, how can I love again ever?
When you stole my heart forever
Now, maybe I should search someone else
It would be the best solution but I don't care
I'll tell you more:
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6/6
I did not search unwisely the things you like
But I need to tell you there's no better option than &quot;you and I&quot;
 
Pre
So you should think it about
You should think it about
 
Chor
It there's no way to our happiness,
And now I'm feeling like I'm cursed.
I wanted reach again the stars
I wanted give answers the Why's
But you're too scared to try
 
Breakdown-scream
My nightmare comes to life
It can't be alright and
I won't be fine
Total failure
I won't be fine
 
Wall of death/ still scream
I'D GIVE ANYTHING TO GET YOU BUT IT SEEMS I NEVER WILL
JUST GO SEARCH A BETTER MAN WITH SOME BETTER SKILL
(IT WON'T BE DIFFICULT BUT)
HE WON'T LOVE YOU THE WAY I COULD
HE WON'T LOVE YOU THE WAY I COULD
 
Chor
It seems there's no way to our happiness,
And now I'm feeling like I'm cursed.
I wanted reach again the stars
I wanted give answers the Why's
But you're too scared to try
 
Balint Nagy
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Dark
 
Discover the perdition inside
At the edge of this new divide
There's simply no place to hide
We just watch our world collide
Fragile, porcelain life
Just embrace the dark
 
Say a prayer for those who left behind
Run away from this painful everlasting lie
Escape this heartless world
Escape this heartless world
 
Staring at the rim of these bleeding skies
The world consumes in front our eyes
And we're unable to turn the tide
Just wasting valuable time
There's nobody to confide
Poisoned humankind
 
Say a prayer for those who left behind
Run away from this painful everlasting lie
Escape this heartless world
Escape this heartless world
 
Balint Nagy
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Dark November
 
That month has changed everything inside of me.
 
Trapped inside my mind
With agony and death-wish
Losing tracks of reality,
Driven by despair,
Focusing on myself,
Ignoring everyone else…
 
I have been blinded by the pain
Completely given myself to the heartbreak
But I finally know what it takes
To redefine my whole being
 
(I)felt so powerless
Drowning in sadness
Led me to madness
So I became relentless
Until someone waked me:
My angel of clarity!
 
I have been blinded by the pain
Completely given myself to the heartbreak
But I finally know what it takes
To redefine my whole being
 
I have been blinded by the pain
Completely given myself to the heartbreak
But I finally know what it takes
To redefine my whole being
 
The ugly truth is I am grateful for this pain
It has revealed me a new path, a great escape,
And made me realize I'm mature enough to finally make a change
 
I have been blinded by the pain
Completely given myself to the heartbreak
But I finally know what it takes
To redefine my whole being
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Blinded (blinded)by the pain
Given myself to the heartbreak (the heartbreak)
Finally know what it takes
Redefine my whole being
 
Balint Nagy
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Dependent (Hun)
 
Verejtékben úszva ébredek az álmomból,
Érzem ahogyan a palack hív és rám gondol,
Minduntalan orzi testem melegét
Ez az el nem múló szenvedély.
 
Töltök is egy jó pohárral, hogy tisztuljon a kép
Úgy innék még
 
Hiányától sanyargatva kelek fel,
Nélküle oly értelmetlen a reggel,
Magányos és szürke e világ,
Gyötörnek a mámortalan éjszakák.
 
Közben a sarki árus valami jobb cuccot ígér
Eladom a lelkem egy újabb dózisért
 
 
Füstszuruk mellett ébredek,
Most értem meg a lényeget,
Hogy megszüntessem a szenvedést
Magamba szúrok egy aranylövést.
 
Balint Nagy
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Desolation Angels
 
(1/2)
The consequence of our deeds
Reflects on a fatal outcome creed
Albeit we tried to bury ‘em deep
Our memories of hatred
Can't begin to fading
 
(2/2)
We're the youngsters
Sick with ourselves
We are the desolation kids
With no reason to live
 
(Chor)
We are young
We are numb
Our pure hearts
Can't save the world before it all falls apart
(2x)
 
(3/4)
Walking on the streets of deadly shadows
We leave behind a million empty broken bottles.
So say a prayer, the time has come
To pull out our well hidden guns
 
(4/4)
Lost inside our life
We are twisted by the time
All of this is nothing but a lie
We're all buried alive
Demonstrating how we die
 
(Chor)
We are young
We are numb
Our pure hearts
Can't save the world before it all falls apart
(2x)
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Despondency
 
Empty and worthless
Shattered to pieces
My being is just makes no sense
So I cheer myself up with some crystal meth
‘Coz I'm drowning in a sick nightmare
Instead of a perfect fairytale
 
I'm fed up all this pain inside
And I just waste my time
Searching for some peace of mind
What I will never find
 
Some days I feel so disowned,
My only friend, a silver spoon can calm me down.
And even though on weekdays
Liquor runs through my veins
I exaggerate the drugs day by day
An overdose could help me end this game
 
I'm fed up all this pain inside
And I just waste my time
Searching for some peace of mind
What I will never find
 
Balint Nagy
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Do You Hear Me?
 
Been feeling low - too many times
Been feeling low - too many times
 
Nobody taught me -
How to survive
Nobody taught me -
How to survive
 
Did you even notice?
Did you even know this?
 
Do you know, -
What is feel like -
To suffer -
From the first time?
 
Do you even hear me?
Do you even listening at all?
‘Cos I just feel so damn lonely
On my own
 
Watching my life - ruin before eyes
Watching my life - ruin before eyes
 
Nobody taught me -
How to survive
Nobody taught me -
How to survive
 
Do you know, -
What is feel like -
To suffer -
From the first time?
 
Do you even hear me?
Do you even listening at all?
‘Cos I just feel so damn lonely
On my own
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So give me some strength, to somehow
Face one more fucked up tomorrow
 
 
In this world which created for the violent
Fate will execute my shortly
Seems like I'm a scapegoat liable for misery
 
{Speech}
I'm just tired of running across these tracks. Feels like I cannot hang.
You already know I've got nothing left.
So I am just lying here, forsaken, instead of fulfilling my dreams.
And I'm waiting for the sign, for the undertow, to lift me up from deep below.
Please, carry me away.
 
Do you even hear me?
Do you even listening at all?
‘Cos I just feel so damn lonely
On my own
 
So give me some strength, to somehow
Face one more fucked up tomorrow
 
Balint Nagy
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Drown
 
I am so sorry, I lost control
I'm heading towards the ocean's floor
So cold here and it feels so lonely
It really seems I'll just die slowly
(I can't put my feet back on the ground
Nobody's out there try to help me out)
I can't get out (of)  the waves, water filled my lungs
I will be gone far too fucking young
 
I tried so hard, and now I fall
At least I can say I gave it all
But here's nothing left for me
Just watch as I drown into the sea
 
There's no way out, so I keep continue
Sinking underneath this pallid blue
The sea drags me down, I can't escape
And for now, I lost all my faith
(I can't put my feet back on the ground
Nobody's out there try to help me out)
I am drowning...in slow motion
I am drowning...into the ocean
 
 
I tried so hard, and now I fall
At least I can say I gave it all
But here's nothing left for me
Just watch as I drown into the sea
 
I can't turn back time, the damage's done
But will you miss me when I'm gone?
I can't turn back time, the damage's done
But will you miss me when I'm gone?
 
I tried so hard, and now I fall
At least I can say I gave it all
But here's nothing left for me
Just watch as I drown into the sea
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I can't turn back time, the damage's done
But will you miss me when I'm gone?
 
Balint Nagy
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Embittered #1
 
(1)
This battle plagues me for too damn long.
I tried to fight back
But my wound has become too strong.
 
THEY BREAK ME. THEY HURT ME.
ALL THE THINGS I GOT.
 
(pre)
I'm confused more than ever
I survived more disaster that
You can ever imagine
 
(refr)
I'm feeling so empty
I only have dead dreams
I've run out of time
 
(2)
I wanted the things so bad,
This has become my loss.
 
SICK AND TIRED!
I'M NOT GONNA LIVE BROKEN HEARTED!
 
(pre)
I'm confused more than ever
I survived more disaster that
You can ever imagine
 
(refr)
I'm feeling so empty
I only have dead dreams
I've run out of time
 
(over)
Feeling so empty
I only have dead dreams
I've run out of time
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Embittered #2 (All In Vain)
 
It's hard to take a breath
We're closer to the death
I should be stronger
But I'm not
 
My soul is empty now
What Am I supposed to do?
I'm writing these words to say
I'll read them every day
 
THIS SEARCH IS ALL IN VAIN!
It's not my time
TAKE AWAY THE PAIN!
All these scars are mine
I can't be strong enough
Twenty years just lost
 
I'm not alright.
 
I'm awake every dawn
Slowly sinking down
Someone save me now
I don't want to drown
 
I don't have a heart
They tore it all apart
After cruel battles
Now you see my darkest part
 
THIS SEARCH IS ALL IN VAIN!
It's not my time
TAKE AWAY THE PAIN!
All these scars are mine
I can't be strong enough
Twenty years just lost
 
I'm not alright
 
THIS SEARCH IS ALL IN VAIN!
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(It's not my time)
TAKE AWAY THE PAIN!
All these scars are mine
I can't be strong enough
Twenty years just lost
 
I'm not alright.
I'm not alright.
 
Balint Nagy
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Embittered #3
 
I can't get these thoughts out of my head
The same demons are haunting me underneath my bed
&quot;We gonna torture you&quot; they said
But I don't worry; I'm far away from death
 
Despite I hate misery,
You gave me another painful memory.
Don't you see? It's killing me
 
All I do is idle forever
Now I wonder
When will I get better?
 
I'd like to go for a walk at midnight
To stand all alone in the moonlight
The stars now gonna save me
Before I'm fallin' to pieces
 
I can't find a way out of this, I think about the goals I've missed.
I always found an alibi, that's why I am pissed.
 
Despite I hate misery,
You gave me another painful memory.
Don't you see? It's killing me
 
All I do is idle forever
Now I think that
I won't get better
 
I'd like to go for a walk at midnight
To stand all alone in the moonlight
The stars now gonna save me
Before I'm fallin to pieces
 
Face down in the dirt
I always suffer when I'm hurt
All I do is idle forever
Now I know that
I won't get better
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I'd like to go for a walk at midnight
To stand all alone in the moonlight
The stars now gonna save me
Before I'm fallin to pieces
 
I'd like to go for a walk at midnight
To stand all alone in the moonlight
The stars now gonna save me
Before I'm fallin to pieces
 
Balint Nagy
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Embittered #4 (Don't Count On Me)
 
This burden grieves me.
You gotta know me; you gotta know me well,
You gotta know I've also gone through a hell.
Don't count on me, I'm so verdant,
Please don't follow me.
Don't count one me, I'm so confused,
I can't show empathy.
Don't take my advice, this burden grieves me.
But don't think that I can't understand the problems that you have,
I don't turn a blind eye I'm not just like that
It plagues me too, and I feel so fucking helpless,
Because I can't be your savior
Well, don't count on me, I'm so verdant,
Please don't follow me.
Don't count one me, I'm so confused,
I can't show empathy.
Don't take my advice, this burden grieves me.
There is hope, there are words
And a thousand reasons prove
You got a place on this world
But, don't count on me, I'm so verdant,
Please don't follow me.
Don't count one me, I'm so confused,
I can't show empathy.
Don't take my advice, this burden grieves me.
This burden grieves me.
 
Balint Nagy
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End Of Me
 
{Introduction Speech}
Here I am, at the top of the hill again.
Standing by myself, like the way I did before.
Isn't it ironic, how my fate repeating itself?
It seems like I'm way too good at goodbyes,
Just like my English pal, Sam sings it.
Are you surprised? Me neither.
Like I said; I just stand here broken and naked,
Filled with emptiness and self-hatred.
Everything became dark again.
So I guess here's the time for some reckless self-destruction.
This time it really could be the end of me, but the truth is:
I don't care at all.
 
The burthen of my actions burns my skin
Consuming me from within
But unable to absolve me of every sin
 
Oh, it wasn't written in the stars
That once again
I'll break my own heart
And now
Everything I thought we could be
Have fallen apart
 
Delivered into my own fate
I recognized I cannot change
I've gone insane but what a shame
I only appreciate things when it's too late
 
I screwed up this so long ago
If I could change I'd never let you go...
 
I still dream of your marvelous lips
And can't even tell how I miss
The savor of your kiss
 
I must proclaim the secret that I kept:
You could have been…
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But it's impossible to change the facts
So there's no point in make amends
 
Now I am losing oversight
Dark shadows beleaguer me
Reminding me every time
That what I left behind
Was non less
Than the meaning of my pointless life
And I am truly sure, I can't survive
Without your shining lights
 
I screwed up this so long ago
If I could change I'd never let you go...
 
{Ending Speech}
You know, somehow, in my own strange way,
I really used to believe in fairy-tales so far.
But for the three hundred and twenty-seventh time,
I recognized:
There is no happy ending for me.
And the fact is: I don't even deserve one.
You can't argue with that.
I'm not a hero, nor even a man, just a masked clown.
A joke that cannot be taken seriously.
Maybe that's the reason why I don't deserve to be happy.
Actually I don't even know why I'm still alive.
 
P.S.:
I need you to know:
I fucking loved you
 
Balint Nagy
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Endless
 
Here's the truth: I can't deny
I miss the hell, and the sleepless nights
These are things what made me feel alive
 
And it reminds me:
Darkness still defines me
 
I tried to change
But the dark remained
I can't get rid of this endless fight
 
When it comes to joy, I hold my breath
Deep down I know, it won't last
The divinities are testing my nerves
I'm full of emotions, in an emotionless world
 
And it reminds me:
Darkness still defines me
 
I tried to change
But the dark remained
I can't get rid of this endless fight
 
Balint Nagy
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Far Away
 
Maybe in another life
We could meet again…
The wreaths & roses on your grave
Can't soothe our remorse
Because without you the days
Will never be the same
Now hell has come
Heaven's so far away
 
Staring your tombstone
Our souls have grown old
The world is so cold
When you're far away
 
Oh, I wish I was at by your side
Equally the darkest dawns and craziest nights
Maybe somehow I could save your life
Made you feel worth to stay alive
But I didn't have the chance to say goodbye
I can only hope that you reached the sky
Now hell has come
Heaven's so far away
 
Staring your tombstone
Our souls have grown old
The world is so cold
When you're far away
 
Balint Nagy
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Freak Show (Stigmatized)
 
People say we're rebels and drama queens
But actually, we are just hard to please
When one of us steps to the scene
The air simply starts to freeze
 
Our fat or skinny body
-stigmatized by everybody
Our pierced or tattooed body:
-stigmatized by everybody
 
We are the sick and broken hearted
Sacrificial martyrs
A crowd of the nobodies
More singular, than anybody
 
Rise above that everyone humiliates you.
‘Coz behind your back
Everyone is dreaming of having the courage like you do
So put up the crown,
And give them the show…
 
Our fat or skinny body
-stigmatized by everybody
Our pierced or tattooed body:
-stigmatized by everybody
 
We are the sick and broken hearted
Sacrificial martyrs
A crowd of the nobodies
More singular, than anybody
 
Balint Nagy
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Gloom
 
These nights I can't shut my eyes
If you are here, let me drown gently
A thousand devils in my mind
Try to convince me that I must end it.
 
(pre)
I am living in a haze
You gotta let me find some peace
So I am begging, please
Show me an exit
 
(r)
Under the cloak of this bad moon
I'm sinking in gloom
And I just can't fight it
Seems like I'm dying
 
I won't mind, if I had a heart attack
At least I would finally ascend
No one could ever bring me back
I am settled for a bitter end
 
(pre)
I am living in a haze
You gotta let me find some peace
So I am begging, please
Show me an exit
 
(r)
Under the cloak of this bad moon
I'm sinking in gloom
And I just can't fight it
Seems like I'm dying
 
Balint Nagy
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Goodnight Kiss
 
I hate this feeling
I'm standing on the brink of a cleft
I'm only dreaming
Coz' in reality there's nothing left
 
It is so bad, it is so sad
This was the hardest time I had
Please take me home ‘coz I am sure
Without you I can't take this anymore
 
Please give me one more chance
To touch your skin and hold your hand
Let's find a place in the night where we can dance
I'd let you teach me to the greatest steps
But I must tell, I'm scared as hell
All alone I'm not doing well
I feel so sick, I can't stand this
Please give me a &quot;goodnight kiss&quot;
Just give me a &quot;goodnight kiss&quot;
 
I wanted to lead you
I thought I can show you, where is the light
‘Coz I had faith in you
But I don't even know how to survive one more night
 
I won't find a way out
I've got too many doubts
I feel like I'm done
I can't imagine what will come
 
Please give me one more chance
To touch your skin and hold your hand
Let's find a place in the night where we can dance
I'd let you teach me to the greatest steps
But I must tell, I'm scared as hell
All alone I'm not doing well
I feel so sick, I can't stand this
Please give me a &quot;goodnight kiss&quot;
Just give me a &quot;goodnight kiss&quot;
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Please give me one more chance
To touch your skin and hold your hand
Let's find a place in the night where we can dance
I'd let you teach me to the greatest steps
But I must tell, I'm scared as hell
All alone I'm not doing well
I feel so sick, I can't stand this
Please give me a &quot;goodnight kiss&quot;
Just give me a &quot;goodnight kiss&quot;
 
Balint Nagy
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Guardian Angel
 
Been separate
Stumbled on our own different ways
But still I know:
I can always count on you
In my fear & pain
By your presence- again I'll learn to shine
You give me another chance to feel alive
 
You piece together my remains
In misery you're my only company
And when silence reigns
You wash away the worst in me
 
When my world collides
You show up
Picking up the pieces of my broken heart
Erasing all the wreckage
You give me another chance to feel alive
 
You piece together my remains
In misery you're my only company
And when silence reigns
You wash away the worst in me
 
Like an angel
Hold me
‘Cos you're my only one Guardian
Like an angel
Hold me
‘Cos you're my only one Guardian
 
You piece together my remains
In misery you're my only company
And when silence reigns
You wash away the worst in me
 
Balint Nagy
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Guaritore Del Cuore
 
l'onorario digo
é molto romantico
lui é il grande Valentino
il top amante
chi non e italiano
con rosa in mano
conquista le donne di Milano
é famoso per la infinite passione
la delegato de amore
il guaritore del cuore
 
Balint Nagy
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Here We Go Again
 
I barely even know you
But everywhere I go
I see you
I feel you
Can you feel me?
 
I just can't stop thinking of you
The feeling is crawling under my skin
And misery begins
 
I can't believe it's happening again
I know I'll never have a chance
But I wanna feel your taste so bad
Here we go again
 
I'm condemned to unhappiness
Everything is so inconsequent,
My insecurities are holding me back
So tell me, do I even deserve you?
 
I can't believe it's happening again
I know I'll never have a chance
But I wanna feel your taste so bad
Here we go again
 
I feel so anxious
It's more than I can take
Nothing ever changes
Nothing ever changes
In the end
 
I can't believe it's happening again
I know I'll never have a chance
But I wanna feel your taste so bad
Here we go again
 
Balint Nagy
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Hogyan Tovább? (Hun)
 
Azt gondoltam mostanra már nem kell félnem,
Lesz, ki fogja kezem megannyi éjszakán,
Fényével vezet a sötétségen át,
Orjíto csendben várom a csodát.
 
Azt gondoltam mostanra már lesz, ki értsen,
De talán már soha nem jön el,
S csak a rettegés, mi átölel.
 
Hisz,
 
Engem - soha nem értett meg senki.
Engem nem fog senki - eltemetni.
 
Megástam a saját sírom oly kíméletlenül,
Hogyan tovább? Hogyan tovább?
Nincs, ki visszahozná azt, mi rég elveszett belül,
Hogyan tovább? Hogyan tovább?
 
Jönnek-mennek idegen arcok,
S én mindösszesen annyit várok,
Hogy egyikojük mélyen belém lásson,
Elhozván a hon áhított megnyugvást.
 
De,
 
Talán naivság az emberekben hinnem.
Talán játszottam az Isten helyett Istent,
De már nincs idom, hogy rendbe hozzak mindent.
 
Hisz,
 
Engem - soha nem értett meg senki.
Engem nem fog senki - eltemetni.
 
Megástam a saját sírom oly kíméletlenül,
Hogyan tovább? Hogyan tovább?
Nincs, ki visszahozná azt, mi rég elveszett belül,
Hogyan tovább? Hogyan tovább?
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Vakon járok, lélek nélkül,
Vajon lesz-e még folytatás?
Van-e kiút?
Hogyan tovább?
 
Balint Nagy
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I Prevail (Playing God)
 
I've pulled myself
Back to life
Now I rise
I'm so alive
 
I am on my way
To the hall of fame
 
And I'm not going down
Taking back my crown
Pedal to the metal motherfucker
This is what I'm all about
 
So here I am
Breaking hearts again
Because I can
Here I am
Playing God again
Because I can
 
This time I prevail
And I don't mind
If the truth hurts
Like a bed of nails
Because this time I prevail
I PREVAIL!
 
Look how far I've come
I'm back on the top
The last one standing up
 
It is me, thinking out loud
That I am so proud
 
No chance of defeat
I'm better than I've ever been
No question
I'm a champion
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So here I am
Breaking hearts again
Because I can
Here I am
Playing God again
Because I can
 
This time I prevail
And don't mind
If the truth hurts
Like a bed of nails
Because this time I prevail
I PREVAIL!
 
Balint Nagy
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If God Is Real He Must Be Me
 
I wake up every morning and feel exactly the same
I battled with depression, I defeated the pain
But my wounds will never fade away
Am I going in the right direction anyway?
 
I'm so tired of this daily bullshit
Everybody tryna tell me maybe I should change
They say &quot;stop being so dramatic,
You better start act your age&quot;
I wonder where the hell were they,
On my most traumatic days?
They keep testing the borders of my rage
I'm a perilous monster trapped inside a cage
Better listen when I say:
I'LL NEVER FUCKING CHANGE
 
It's all because of my ego,
I know there's no way out
This time I will not bow
I'm turning into good now
 
It felt like I was going nowhere
And I am trapped inside a maze
So I established my great escape
I don't believe in destiny
Yeah, I don't believe in fate
 
For so many years I've sought for attention
Thought something was missing
But trust me when I say I'm fine
I am finally alive
Never been in a better state of mind
 
No looking back, no more regrets
Nobody can kill me
I'll die by my own hands
Feel free to hate me
You cannot change me
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It's all because of my ego,
I know there's no way out
This time I will not bow
I'm turning into good now
 
CANNOT BREAK ME DOWN MOTHERFUCKERS!
 
At the end of my wanderings
I recognized the only thing I believe in
If God is real, he must be me
IF GOD IS REAL HE MUST BE ME
 
It's all because of my ego,
I know there's no way out
This time I will not bow
I'm turning into good now
 
Balint Nagy
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Jaded
 
In every crowd, I feel disowned
There's nothing that I'd be proud
And the world could be so mean & cruel
I feel these fucking chains around my soul
 
So I'll cut my wrists and bleed to death tonight
I'm sure I won't make it out alive
And I'm drowning into an ocean deep
Where I can lay my head down, to an eternal sleep
 
Balint Nagy
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Last Fall
 
Even with your last breath you tried
To not leave us all behind
And we believed desperately
Until the very last day
But there's was no other way
Something just didn't let you stay…
 
I'm so sorry, I'm way too late
But your blood running in my veins
And it will never change!
I hope you know you're missed every day,
So I swear we won't let your memory just fade away!
And it is my duty still
To wipe away your broken-hearted brother's tears!
 
Quite unexpectedly you had to leave this life
And we didn't even get a reason why
Now I wish there was a way
For you to give us a sign
That you found your paradise
Since I never had a chance to say goodbye
 
I'm so sorry, I'm way too late
But your blood running in my veins
And it will never change!
I hope you know you're missed every day,
So I swear we won't let your memory just fade away!
And it is my duty still
To wipe away your broken-hearted brother's tears!
 
Balint Nagy
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Letting Go
 
The weight…
The shame…
 
Defeat…
Decay…
 
Once again I thought I design something great
Seems it's just another page of my shameful fate
I swear I never meant to make you feel this way
And play this never-ending game
 
There's no one else to blame…
 
You're the greatest I have ever known
But I don't wanna hurt you more
So it might be better if I walk alone
I have no other option than let you go
 
I know it's gone so much further, than we expected
Even if we've been here many times before
Our dreams could not be sheltered, protected
Nothing makes sense anymore
 
Those are the rarest moments when I am sober
We have to rebuild now that it's over
 
Oh, Heaven was in my hands
Still I left a bitter taste
And there's no one else to blame…
 
You're the greatest I have ever known
But I don't wanna hurt you more
So it might be better if I walk alone
I have no other option than let you go
 
We lost our self-control
It tortures our souls
Oh, how it tortures our souls
That we lost our self-control
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Losing This War
 
Here is
The moment if truth
 
Here I am
I wasted my youth
 
Now I can't take this cold
It's like I'm hundred years old
No I can't take it more
I am losing this war
 
Holding on, but
Nothing can be perfect in this world
 
Broken hearted
I don't find any word
 
Now I can't take this cold
It's like I'm hundred years old
No I can't take it more
I am losing this war
 
Can't take
Can't take it
Can't take it more
 
Now I can't take this cold
It's like I'm hundred years old
No I can't take it more
I am losing this war
 
Balint Nagy
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Lost In Desperation
 
Woken up in sweat today
I perceived my own decay
Feels like there's no escape
 
There's nothing left worth fighting for
I just don' wanna live anymore
 
I've been led astray
And fade away
Full of sorrow
Dead inside
I accepted my fate
 
I've given in
Misery
Let me in!
I've given up
Agony,
Take control over me!
 
Another day has been put to waste
Even tranquilizers can't bring any peace
Seems like there's no escape
 
There's nothing left worth fighting for
I just don't wanna exist anymore
 
I need some help
And no one cares
But I'm too scared
And not prepared
To kill myself
 
I've given in
Misery
Let me in!
I've given up
Agony,
Take control over me!
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Memories Haunt
 
Our story is over
My downfall has just begun
I'm sinking lower & lower
I can't believe you're not the one
 
It seems I've fallen to pieces
But guess sometimes it's all right
My demons accompany me
Corrupting my mind
 
Oh, how I miss the
Scratches on my back
Love bites on my neck
Your fingers crawling down my chest
The marks of our passion are still inside my head!
 
It seems I've fallen to pieces
But guess sometimes it's all right
My demons accompany me
Corrupting my mind
 
Balint Nagy
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Missing You
 
Open your eyes, and see:
Nothing's the same
Living is exhausting
And I just can't take
This shit anymore
What the hell am I fighting for?
 
Bury me, reach all your goals
But here it stops, here it ends
I'm not a fucking' hospital for souls
So don't even try to make amends
 
So sad but I'm still sinking
And don't know what to do
I am still fucking missing, missing you
Haunted by wrong decisions
You should have think this through
I am still fucking missing, missing you
 
Look at me now: I'm fucked
And nothing's the same
A piece of my heart is missing
And I just can't take
This pain anymore
What the hell am I fighting for?
 
Bury me, reach all your goals
But here it stops, here it ends
I'm not a fucking' hospital for souls
So don't even try to make amends
 
So sad but I'm still sinking
And don't know what to do
I am still fucking missing, missing you
Haunted by wrong decisions
You should have think this through
I am still fucking missing, missing you
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'Misty'
 
Baby, there's not a word I could say
For so long, I just feel this way:
Your touch is a needle to my veins
But girl, I'm addicted to pain.
 
Now, that it has come to this,
Be my dirty little chick.
You're the only one I miss
Come and make me 'sick'.
 
 
Baby, you don't even know,
How much I just need this,
I won't take it slow.
Baby, trust me, I will show,
How much I just need this,
How far I will go.
I just want to feel your kiss,
Taste and taste your lips.
Oh baby,
You make me
So crazy.
 
Balint Nagy
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Never Enough
 
Our obsessive devotion
Persecuted us far away from heaven
Because of me, we're sinking down to hell
Straight to the bottom of the well
 
Let's face it, our love is gone
Time to say that we are done
But still, it's never enough
And if life is the way it is
I will not give up on us
Till our heart stops bleeding
Till our heart stops beating
 
I know I should have done better
But it's hard to pull it together
Hard to fill the sky with stars
And save our bleeding hearts
 
Let's face it, our love is gone
Time to say that we are done
But still, it's never enough
And if life is the way it is
I will not give up on us
Till our heart stops bleeding
Till our heart stops beating
This is not what was meant to be
Dreams drowned into the sea
But still, it's never enough
And if life is the way it is
I will not give up on us
Till our heart stops bleeding
Till our heart stops beating
(2x)
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No Mercy
 
You're just one step away
But you can't kill me
I'm already dead
A thick line in the sand
 
And now you're acting like the best
But you're gasping for some breath
As the blade is cutting on your chest
 
Here's my invitation
To a final reckoning
Don't try to be late
You know my bullets can't wait
 
I wanna watch you burn!
I wanna make you hurt!
I'm gonna put you in the dirt!
 
You sent me to hell
Now I literally do the same
I show no mercy,
Stay loyal to the name
 
You just have no place to run
And I'm pulling out the gun
It's your eternal goodbye to the sun…
 
Now I'm looking at my black veins
The massacre that I made
Makes me realize:
I couldn't make compromise
Because I didn't want to die
 
I wanna watch you burn!
I wanna make you hurt!
I'm gonna put you in the dirt!
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No Time To Bleed
 
Reality unfolded my eyes
I see there was nothing divine
Once again I've just wasted my time.
How didn't I notice we were living a lie?
A new world opens its gates in front of me
And now you are just a bad-bad memory
 
I'm not gonna cry - about one more heartbreak
‘Cos nobody cares - what we might feel
There's no time to cry
There's no time to bleed
 
I carried the truth beneath my skin
This has devoured me from within
So don't you dare play the victim
There will be no second chance
I'm not looking back
Here we go again
 
I'm not gonna cry - about one more heartbreak
‘Cos nobody cares - what we might feel
There's no time to cry
There's no time to bleed
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On The Way To Hell
 
For so many years I was blaming myself, thought I am the bad.
For so many years I hated myself, thought I am a cad.
 
Hate fueled me; I spent all of my nights sad.
Hate fueled me; I was almost waiting for the death.
 
But I am confused now as I hear the Grim Reaper's voice
I am confused now; I wonder why he is already close.
 
Because it feels like death is in the air
And it's strange to say there's no trace of any scare.
But I can feel the flames running through my skin;
It seems I'll burn in hell for my sins
 
I was always looking for the answers, didn't care how much little thing I have
But I only found disasters, didn't recognize that eventually I am deft
 
Envy guided me; I didn't appreciate what I have
Envy guided me till I recognized that I am &quot;blessed&quot;
 
But I am confused now as I hear the Grim Reaper's voice
I am confused now; I wonder why he is already close.
 
Because it feels like death is in the air
And it's strange to say there's no trace of any scare.
But I can feel the flames running through my skin;
It seems I'll burn in hell for my sins.
 
It feels like death is in the air
And it's strange to say there's no trace of any scare.
But I can feel the flames running through my skin;
It seems I'll burn in hell for my sins,
Please let the devil take me in.
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Only One
 
I couldn't get your lovely smile out of my head
When you turned up in my life again
You came to me at your best
Oh, you were driving me crazy
 
By your eyes, your lips, your mystery
You were killing me
Even though we needed run for cover
These are my sweetest memories ever
 
I remember how we went for a walk at midnight
Slept arm in arm in a bus stop
Way back home after some concerts
It seemed too real to ever be over
 
I couldn't get your angelic voice out of my head
&quot;There's nothing impossible for us&quot; we said
I was sure that, to me, you're the best
Oh, you were driving me crazy
 
By your eyes, your lips, your mystery
You were killing me
Even though we needed run for cover
These are my sweetest memories ever
 
I remember how we went for a walk at midnight
Slept arm in arm in a bus stop
Way back home after some concerts
It seemed too real to ever be over
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Out Of Life
 
&quot;What a wonderful life&quot;
WITH THE RICH PEOPLE ALWAYS BEEN IN THE LED
WHILE THE POOR CAN'T AFFORD A GODDAMN SLICE BREAD
THROUGH HYPOCRISY A PILE OF PEOPLE HAVE BEEN MISLED
 
UNPROVEN DOCTRINES ENDOWED WITH A NAME
PARALYZE YOUR SOUL WITH BIGOT, RELIGIOUS CHAINS
BUT THAT'S JUST ABOUT TO INCREASE THE GAIN
NOW I'VE BECOME THE ENEMY
WELL, SOMEBODY'S GOTTA BE
 
FOR THAT MATTER I'M GOING TO HELL, I GUESS
THERE'S NO REDEMPTION, ONLY A TON OF REGRETS
OH, SHOULD I BE GRATEFUL FOR THE GREAT NOTHING I HAVE?
YOU KNOW I'M RIGHT ABOUT EVERYTHING I'VE BEEN SAID
 
NO NEED FOR A HAIL MARY OR AN AMEN
‘COS NOBODY WILL FUCKING LISTEN
 
She's just not your type&quot;
&quot;It's just not your time&quot;
ONLY THE PAIN IS FUCKING MINE
 
I AM WORN OUT, I AM TIRED
LOST MY FAITH AND LOST MY PRIDE
I'M SO OUT OF THIS FUCKING LIFE
 
YEAH I MIGHT SEEM A LITTLE CRITICAL but
DO YOU REALLY THINK IT IS CREDIBLE?
PUT THE INVISIBLE ON A PEDESTAL
&quot;He's watching us&quot;
CAN'T BUY THAT SHIT ANYMORE
WHEN THERE ARE TOO MANY FUCKING BROKEN SOULS
AND THIS AIN'T JUST ANOTHER METAPHOR
 
THE WORLD IS FUCKED
FILLED WITH GORE, VIOLENCE & HATE
NOW YOU CAN SEE WHY I'M REALLY ASHAMED
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DO YOU THINK THE DESTITUTE ARE JUST FAKING?
YOU BETTER TELL ME
CAN'T YOU SEE THE UNDONE ONES?
NOW WHAT?
DID GOD KNOT YOUR TONGUE?  
 
NO NEED FOR A HAIL MARY OR AN AMEN
‘COS NOBODY WILL FUCKING LISTEN
 
&quot;She's just not your type&quot;
&quot;It's just not your time&quot;
ONLY THE PAIN IS FUCKING MINE
 
I AM WORN OUT, I AM TIRED
LOST MY FAITH AND LOST MY PRIDE
I'M SO OUT OF THIS FUCKING LIFE
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Paradise Lost - Before The Apocalypse Ii.
 
-Swallowing the ashes of cryptic ancient prophecies-
-Choking under the weight of our seven deadly sins
We're going too far…and burn this paradise down-
Insensitively shattering the skies above…
 
The clock is ticking - can't you see our days are numbered?
Our race is on a perfect way to finally humiliate the Earth.
 
I cannot take this anymore
(I cannot take this anymore)
We let the blood cover the floor
We are a lost cause
(We are a lost cause)
-Watching our empire fall-
 
 
Destroying the seven wonders of this place,
In the eyes of our gods, we are just a disgrace-
-Tasting now the calamity of the undertow,
In fearful silence asking ourselves deep below:
 
Will we be able to save our brave new world again?
Or should we just lie down and accept the end?
 
I cannot take this anymore
(I cannot take this anymore)
We let the blood cover the floor
We are a lost cause
(We are a lost cause)
-Watching our empire fall-
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Paralyzed
 
Still in this town
For a while now
Can't call it home
So I hold my breath
Seeking for hope
Beyond the words
If I simply just go
Will I be reborn?
 
I'm so fucking tired
I am paralyzed
I'm all alone
As I fall apart
 
Oh, I felt this before
Pointless everydays here
I want them no more
The time-bomb's ticking in me
Can't wait to explode
It will only expire
When I finally left this ghost town
So please just let me go
 
I'm so fucking tired
I am paralyzed
I'm all alone
As I fall apart
 
If I reach the end of the road
With this pure heart you know
Will I find my only home?
Or am I just left my loved ones alone?
 
I'm so fucking tired
I am paralyzed
I'm all alone
As I fall apart
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Pov
 
In such a brief piece of time
Still don't know how & why
We found ourselves in this vicious circle
Subverting each other's world
 
So tell me, how much can we take?
When we're about to break
 
I know this hurts
But I'm unable to ease your pain
I know my words
Don't mean anything
Here's I'm the one to blame
So if you don't wanna stay
Without remorse
Throw me all away
 
Irresponsibly I crossed the line
Now I'm watching both of us decline
‘Cos we've sunk too damn deep
But there were no warning signs to read
 
So tell me, how much can we take?
When we're about to break
 
I know this hurts
But I'm unable to ease your pain
I know my words
Don't mean anything
Here's I'm the one to blame
So if you don't wanna stay
Without remorse
Throw me all away
 
How much can we take? We're about to break
How much can we take? We're about to break
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Quest
 
The time has come for me, to be a man
Perplexedly, I still don't know who I am
In the end, I must break through my dams
 
I still don't find the righteous plan,
Tell me, when will this ever end?
I need someone to take my hand
On this lonely road to Never-land
 
What's going on? I can't be strong
I've been missed for far too long,
What if everything I did was wrong?
 
I still don't find the righteous plan,
Tell me, when will this ever end?
I need someone to take my hand
On this lonely road to Never-land
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'Quietus'
 
Years gone by, it's not the same
There's no trace of the glowing flames
Instead of the passionate nights we had
Devastation poisoned our bed
With each other we feel like slaves
Here's the time to dig &quot;our grave&quot;
 
I'm ready to bury every withering rose
I'm ready to bury the history called ours
It's no more a secret
I'm falling to pieces
My heart's turning into stone
I won't be eternally yours
 
&quot;In the name of love&quot;, we live in this violence
We suffocate - in prolonged silence
But it makes no sense to rot in vain
By your deeds our fate engraved…
Honey, this time I just can't forgive
For so long I've swallowed your bullshit
 
I'm ready to bury every withering rose
I'm ready to bury the history called ours
It's no more a secret
I'm falling to pieces
My heart's turning into stone
I won't be eternally yours
 
These were our consequences we had to pay....love is pain.
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R.A.F.
 
Welcome to a land ruled by a bunch of fucking Nazis
Where they can throw you behind bars with false charges
Fixed election, purchased votes
The working class just have no choice,
Obscurantism, manipulated news,
Full of propaganda with no remorse
 
They lie all day and lie all night
They lie to your face without a blink of an eye
Their truth is the only truth
While yours get denied
 
You can see them on your TV-screen
Canting about equality
Claiming &quot;THIS IS DEMOCRACY! &quot;
But when somebody impeach their acts
They blame it on immigrants
Blame it on the outcasts
Blame it on invisible enemies
Humiliating the nation of our country
 
They lie all day and lie all night
They lie to your face without a blink of an eye
Their truth is the only truth
While yours get denied
It just a matter of time
And they are gonna take some lives!
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Redefined
 
For so long I was feeling like a ghost
Barely seen through dark shadows
 
I've been addicted but now I'm clean
Turned into a ruthless machine
Disconnected from mortal misery
Getting closer to the man I always wanted to be
 
From flesh and bone
Through stand alone
To find a home
 
Beyond my pain
Beyond my shame
I am proud of who I became
I was weak
But I won't break
I redefined my own name
 
For so many years I was choking on silence,
Left a million words unsaid
In search of the truth that I will never see
 
Been too scared to live
Been too afraid to die
Oh my god, I was living a lie!
 
Beyond my pain
Beyond my shame
I am proud of who I became
I was weak
But I won't break
I redefined my own name
 
For so long I was feeling like a ghost
Barely seen through dark shadows
Ignored those who mattered most
My days were filled with deep remorse
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From flesh and bone
Through stand alone
To find a home
 
Beyond my pain
Beyond my shame
I am proud of who I became
I was weak
But I won't break
I redefined my own name
 
For so long I was feeling like a ghost
Barely seen through dark shadows
Ignored those who mattered most
My days were filled with deep remorse
 
I was tired of being here
Tired of being here alone
Waited for a savior who will never show
But I'm finally holding on
I'm holding on
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Reincarnate
 
I know you kept me just for fun
But you forgot I'm a chosen one
So you can hate me for the things I've done
And I can hate you for what I've become
 
Running to hell
Digging the grave
Drowning from my mistakes
This affliction I can't take
So where's a safety place,
Where I can reincarnate?
 
So you sit there and think you're the queen.
On my darkest nights where the hell have you been?
You &quot;pretty little depressed teen&quot;
 
Running to hell
Digging the grave
Drowning from my mistakes
This affliction I can't take
So where's a safety place,
Where I can reincarnate?
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Right Here In My Arms
 
You are my sun, shining upon
You make my demons fade
I've never felt the same,
Your existence is fuel to my veins
 
And I just wanna get lost in this feeling
As long as I'm breathing
 
So don't be afraid…
 
Through the storm and through the rain
I'm the one who will take away your pain
And as we look at our shining stars
I keep you safe, right here in my arms
 
With your gorgeous starry eyes
Please hold me tight tonight
I am sure, that you and me
We are just meant to be
 
And I just wanna get lost in this feeling
As long as I'm breathing
 
So don't be afraid…
 
Through the storm and through the rain
I'm the one who will take away your pain
And as we look at our shining stars
I keep you safe, right here in my arms
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Rise (Once Upon A Time)
 
You're a warrior, the strongest one, I have ever known
So please, keep on blind me with your glow
When you're around the sky always seems so bright,
You lead my way towards the morning star.
 
Once upon a time we were &quot;dead&quot;
But now we rise within our hearts
We swim together in the carnival of life
Your beauty gave us so many incredible nights
 
Look at the meadow, where the blue roses grow
By your side I find delight in the morning dew.
So walk with me, beyond this purple mist
There's no barrier to our boundless bliss
 
Once upon a time we were &quot;dead&quot;
But now we rise within our hearts
We swim together in the carnival of life
Your beauty gave us so many incredible nights
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Rise Up
 
Never been a man of steel
They've blessed me with so much feel
(By)emotionally overdosed
Wasted so much youth
Fought my own bloody war
But finally made it through
 
Hey!
When they try to inhibit your way
Show them what you've made
Let's make their heart stop beating!
Hey!
You're the hero of today
Your deeds will never fade
Let's make their heart stop beating!
 
My demons dragged me in
Took me to the reckoning
As the shadow of the lights
I was so terrified
Been to hell with broken wings
But still, I'm not giving in
 
Hey!
When they try to inhibit your way
Show them what you've made
Let's make their heart stop beating!
Hey!
You're the hero of today
Your deeds will never fade
Let's make their heart stop beating
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Runaway
 
Waiting for the farewell we delayed
Everything has turned into grey
You lost the charm
I lost desire
The struggle is all in vain
 
Here's our runaway
An eternal escape
Now we're dead and gone
Our wonderland has lost
 
We surely can't face another day
Because we're both longing for the pain
So if this is what you want
And if this is what I want
It makes no sense to stay
 
Here's our runaway
An eternal escape
Now we're dead and gone
Our wonderland has lost
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S.O.S. (Serenade Of Sorrow)
 
Day after day
demons surrounding me.
Tearing me apart from everything
I'm trying to be.
 
The coldness
of the rain,
has painted
my world in grey.
 
This existence
is rot in hell,
I wish somebody could
save me from myself.
 
 
In this painful life
I've only hurt,
I feel like I should
leave behind this universe.
 
I'm so scared that,
I'll might lose control, -
cause no one can see
what's going on-
behind closed doors.
And you'd only find-
my blood on the floor.
 
 
So would you be around
to pick me up off the ground?
Or would you just watch me fall,
Leave behind it all?
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Sleepless
 
(v/1)
I've never felt this way before
You made me feel I'm worth dying for
 
I just lie here sleepless and naked
Another bottle down, everything's faded
 
(r)
We were so Bonnie & Clyde
Now I'm just Jekyll & Hyde
We had the time of our life
Now I'm just dying inside
 
(v/2)
Miracles are fleeting; I should have known it all along
By the time I'm sure I'll rise above and moving on
 
Nonetheless I have a heart, which isn't always tough
And it's hard to face that I was never good enough
 
(r)
We were so Bonnie & Clyde
Now I'm just Jekyll & Hyde
We had the time of our life
Now I'm just dying inside
 
(b)
We burned down all of our bridges
But we both gotta believe it
That on separate ways
We'll reborn from our ashes
Just like a phoenix
 
(r)
We were so Bonnie & Clyde
Now I'm just Jekyll & Hyde
We had the time of our life
Now I'm just dying inside
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Spiteful Chase
 
FLAMES RUNNING THROUGH MY SKIN
I'll BURN IN HELL- for my sins
But no tears anymore
I am original
You deserve the hurt
And to suffer in the dirt
Baby, there's no grace,
In this SPITEFUL CHASE!
 
Don't lie to me, I know until the day you die
I'll always be your brightest star above the sky
 
Calm down my darling, don't cry for me
You only stand for misery
Calm down my darling don't feel sorry for me
You drowned our dreams into the sea
 
This is not a drool
What you've done you fool?
Your pain became my fuel
It's my time to rise and rule
 
Don't lie to me, I know until the day you die
I'll always be your brightest star above the sky
 
Calm down my darling, don't cry for me
You only stand for misery
Calm down my darling don't feel sorry for me
You drowned our dreams into the sea
 
No tears anymore
I am so original
 
Calm down my darling, don't forget me
I'm still awesome, Can't you see?
Calm down my darling, don't bury me
I'm still awesome as you see
 
Calm down my darling, don't cry for me
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You only stand for misery
Calm down my darling don't feel sorry for me
You drowned our dreams into the sea
 
Calm down my darling, don't forget me
I'm still awesome, Can't you see?
Calm down my darling, don't bury me
I'm still awesome as you see
 
No tears anymore
I am so original
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Stand My Ground
 
Spent my whole life as a target for the well sharpened thorns
Negligently let the vultures tear apart my unbroken soul
Not living for this anymore, even though I've lost every war
 
I feel the fire inside
I'm gonna stand my ground
I defeated the pain
 
Even when life forces me down to my knees
Even if everything crumbles what I once believed
I know I'm gonna stand my ground
I'm no longer an undone one
 
Couldn't even count how much time I waste
Owing to the fact that I didn't dare to ignore your words of hate
Nowadays there's just no trace of any burden that I can't take
 
I feel the fire inside
I'm gonna stand my ground
I defeated the pain
 
Even when life forces me down to my knees
Even if everything crumbles what I once believed
I know I'm gonna stand my ground
I'm no longer an undone one
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Tears Do Fall (Bfmv-Tribute)
 
Have you ever really see me, through bloodshot eyes?
Should I fight for what is right, or should I just let it die?
Still I'm choking on your every pretty little lie
I'm trapped inside the house of alibis
 
But nevertheless, in the end
My heart burned inside my chest
I want to feel no more
Your breath against my neck
It would make no sense
 
You're aware of the consequences of our actions
So don't pray for forgiveness or redemption
You knew my name
You knew my shame
 
But tears do fall
And they can fill an ocean
Conscience calls
You are my obsession
 
Our hearts, our minds, we played this game a thousand times
I've gotten rid of the pitfalls of your gorgeous starry eyes
The vision of us has been faded
Our story is no longer complicated
 
 
You're aware of the consequences of our actions
So don't pray for forgiveness or redemption
You knew my name
You knew my shame
 
But tears do fall
And they can fill an ocean
Conscience calls
You are my obsession
 
You're the one who ran away
And found your way to stay away
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However, if you'd ever break down in front of me
Girl, please don't forget that I am not your enemy
 
But tears do fall
And they can fill an ocean
Conscience calls
You are my obsession
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The Dark Of Me
 
I'm lost
Inside my head
I've lost
My hope
My home
There's nothing left
 
On the path
I lost my way
For my deeds
I must pay
 
Every day
Is all the same
I keep digging
My own grave
 
I return to ash, and fall
Still defeated after all
 
Darkness took control inside
And eclipsed every light
I have lost the will of life
And I can't turn the tide
Is it even worth to stay alive?
Can't hold on
Can't hold on
Is it even worth to stay alive?
 
I finally found
The enemy within
Tell me where do I begin?
I tried to be a good man so hard
But failed every single time
I'm the shame of humankind
 
Darkness took control inside
And eclipsed every light
I have lost the will of life
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And I can't turn the tide
Is it even worth to stay alive?
Can't hold on
Can't hold on
Is it even worth to stay alive?
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The Divine Wonder
 
1…Rainbows are born,
Defeating our storms…
 
2…Departed centuries
Gave birth to poetry…
 
3…Lying under our weeping stars
Pondering at the inception of the bleeding skies…
 
The music of nature
Fills my heart with endless love
This enigmatically balanced Earth
It is so beautiful
It is so plentiful
It is so beautiful
It is…the divine wonder
 
4…Tempestuous seas-
-Suppressed by blossom of trees…
 
5…The road is filled with miracle grass-
-On the morning star's path…
 
6…Our existence might feature
The awakening of yet unknown creatures…
 
The music of nature
Fills my heart with endless love
This enigmatically balanced Earth
It is so beautiful
It is so plentiful
It is so beautiful
It is…the divine wonder
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The Ivory Tower
 
Every single day, I was living under pressure
Vultures chased me on every corner
I couldn't take this cruelty any longer
 
So I said goodbye to my insecurities,
My pointless life and shattered dreams
 
I left behind the world I've known
Where communities were so cold
I got into the great unknown.
Quietly counting the days on my own
 
In the interest of defense I raised huge walls
But even these walls, they weren't &quot;bulletproof&quot;
Evil forces seized it, and tried to break them through
 
So I said goodbye to my insecurities,
My pointless life and shattered dreams
 
I left behind the world I've known
Where communities were so cold
I got into the great unknown.
Quietly counting the days on my ow
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The Last
 
{Introduction speech}
I know a quite long time passed, but I think I just can't get over it.
It's so though.
Cigarette; booze; pills; whatever.
It doesn't matter because:
A part of me has died, a piece of my heart has taken so I am totally broken but I
remember what Lana said:
&quot;It takes getting everything you ever wanted and then losing it to know
what true freedom is.&quot; But I don't feel free.
I'm afraid I'll never feel free ever again.
It's too late.
Maybe it's weird but one day you will understand.
One day you will recognize that nothing can surprise you anymore.
Only one thing for sure: we all gonna die.
And we die alone.
Everybody
We born alone and we die alone.
No exceptions.
For my part; I will die young I know.
{…}
 
At the end of this journey
It's time to find something new
But some passion is still burnin'
Because I remember you
 
The pain what I feel
Makes me so real
I lose my mind here
No way to heal
 
So I let it all go
I just want you to know
 
Even when my time comes
I can't forget the fairy things you've done
It seems you will be my only loved one
I can't be angry; I'm so dead and empty
So, don't keep me in your memory
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You are better off without me
 
I know this is a drool
And I never meant to be cruel,
But
I was your guardian angel
Now I'm only a stranger
 
So I let it all go
I just need you to know
 
Even when my time comes
I can't forget the fairy things you've done
It seems you will be my only loved one
I can't be angry; I'm so dead and empty
So, don't keep me in your memory
You are better off without me
 
Forgive me, now matter how hard I tried
I couldn't forget the hurt you caused inside
 
So I let it all go
But I really need you to know
 
Even when my time comes
I can't forget the fairy things you've done
It seems you will be my only loved one
I can't be angry; I'm so dead and empty
So, don't keep me in your memory
I will die without you,
You will die without me
 
 
{Ending speech: }
Here I am at the edge of the world.
I thought somebody will be here with me, but I'm standing alone as always.
It's never gonna change.
I can't see the end of this road yet
. I don't know when it will end, I don't know what's gonna happen, I don't know
what is waiting for me.
I only know one thing: I never want to go back there.
Maybe it's a runaway from my problems but these problems have totally broken
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me, and I can't get over them, can't live with them.
I am undone.
So I guess this is a last goodbye.
You all know: 'It will take a lifetime......'
 
Goodbye.
 
 
P.S. I'll never forget you.
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The Observant
 
When I'm going to stand in front of heaven's gate
And hear a gargoyle calling out my name
It will know, I am not the one to blame
In my whole life, I was living like a saint
 
The sinners will get their sentence
Trying to show fake repentance
No place for forgiveness
Crime doesn't stay without punishment
 
Every offense-trial were all in vain
I could not sin to the detriment of my faith
Because of my pure soul I was left to bleed
Culprits silenced my voice and buried it so deep
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The Unleashing
 
(V1/2) 
You said a million sorry
But everything repeats
Deep below the surface
I know well your beliefs
Are just disguised insecurities
 
(Pre) 
Maybe I am bad, maybe I am wrong
But I've been good to you for far too long
Maybe I am bad, maybe I am wrong
But I've been good to you for far too long
 
(Chor) 
I'll do whatever it takes
To rip out your heart from its place
This confession redeems me,
I'm unleashing the anger what leads me.
 
(V 2/2) 
You always let me down, let's face it
So I will take our history and erase it
You can say I'm living complacent
But the truth is: you're the one
Who has broke my patience
 
(Pre) 
Maybe I am bad, maybe I am wrong
But I've been good to you for far too long
Maybe I am bad, maybe I am wrong
But I've been good to you for far too long
 
(Chor) 
I'll do whatever it takes
To rip out your heart from its place
This confession redeems me,
I'm unleashing the anger what leads me.
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Thinking Of You
 
Now I've got nothing to lose
Except everything you are
Except everything we are
I've got nothing to own
But that's just the way I am
And it is the same old vow
I swear I won't change, no
With you I think I can love this town
‘Cos you made yourself a home -
-Inside my heart
 
I was just thinking…
Of you
 
By your side
I feel alive
Inside
I feel alive
Inside
By your side
 
Now I've got nothing to lose
Except everything you are
Except everything we are
Imagine us lie under the moon
Staring at a sky full of shining stars
And it is the same old vow
I swear I won't change, no
With you I think I can love this town
‘Cos you made yourself a home -
-Inside my heart
 
I was just thinking…
Of you
 
By your side
I feel alive
Inside
I feel alive
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Inside
By your side
 
Oh, and now everything what is in my mind
(Don't need to runaway)
(Don't need to runaway)
Is that YOU bring meaning to my life
 
You know,
I was just thinking…
Of you
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Tourniquet (2018)
 
Days are so cold
Blood covers my hands
This is me, reborn
Face this life again
 
GO!
GO!
GO!
TIE THE FUCKIN' TOURNIQUET!
 
I can't show any interest at all
My soul has grown so old
I can't show any interest at all
But still it's not the end
 
I will stay myself and
Erase things which makes no sense
Pain has been left below
For a while
The dark won't strike again
 
GO!
GO!
GO!
TIE THE FUCKIN' TOURNIQUET!
 
I can't show any interest at all
My soul has grown so old
I can't show any interest at all
But still it's not the end
 
Again I crawl back to life.
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Unforgiving Truth
 
Lay beside me
With your bleeding scars
Tell me what we've done
What we have become
 
If you could understand me
And I could understand you too
I'd swear to my life it's true:
I'm still in love with you
 
Lay beside me
On these cruel
Darkest days
Darkest nights
Paralyzed
 
Black sky is rising
And if we lock its door
The sun will never glow
No, the sun will never glow
 
I admit it, I know:
My heart is made of stone
Far away, on our own
Sick and tired of being alone
Are we just wasting time & wasting youth?
Oh, is it the unforgiving truth?
 
Lay beside me
Let me tell the tale:
You love me not
Or are you love me
-Heavier than hell?
 
Lay beside me
Tell me
Could you be the one?
The one who will be there
When I'm gone
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Oh, would you be there
When I'm gone?
 
Coz Death will be there
When I am done
And without you
For the last time
The moon obscures the sun
 
I admit it, I know:
My heart is made of stone
Far away, on our own
Sick and tired of being alone
Are we just wasting time & wasting youth?
Oh, is it the unforgiving truth?
 
Baby, I know you're unforgiven too.
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Unjust (Ashes To Ashes)
 
Here I am, lying on a leather couch
Here I am; from cheap liqueur I'm drunk, alone
 
You don't know what I'm feeling
Deep inside I'm screaming
As memories keep fading
It's the perfect time for leaving
 
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust
Somehow my fate is always unjust
I'm drowning in misery
Still not the man I wanted to be
Wondering if I'll ever forgive to me
 
Here I am only see these silhouettes
Here I am smoke the day's last cigarette
 
You don't know what I'm feeling
Deep inside I'm screaming
As memories keep fading
It's the perfect time for leaving
 
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust
Somehow my fate is always unjust
I'm drowning in misery
Still not the man I wanted to be
Wondering if I'll ever forgive to me
 
It's tearing me to pieces
Tearing me apart
Tearing me to pieces
Tearing me apart
 
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust
Somehow my fate is always unjust
I'm drowning in misery
Still not the man I wanted to be
Wondering if I'll ever forgive to me
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Untitled
 
Even though you disappeared
Sometimes I wonder
Do you think about me?
Cos I don't have any doubt
That you don't.
 
You and I shared the same old misery
It's so nostalgic
We have left
And stuck with two broken hearts
We had the chance
Yet fucked up the choice
But I want you to know
That I understand
And I've let you go
 
You don't need me by your side
I'm sure you doin' fine
There, on your own
And when you cross my mind
Time to time
I know you're not alone
 
You and I shared the same old misery
It's so nostalgic
We have left
And stuck with two broken hearts
We had the chance
Yet fucked up the choice
But I want you to know
That I understand
And I've let you go
 
You and I shared the same old misery
It's so nostalgic
We have left
And stuck with two broken hearts
We had the chance
Yet fucked up the choice
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But I want you to know
That I understand
And I've let you go
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Uphill For Oddities
 
Fato prudentia maior
(Vergilius)
 
We
Always want to reach
What we cannot achieve
But we
Must seize the opportunities
On our way to succeed
 
We need to be egocentric
To get the life we've craved for so long
We need to stay self-possessed
To find the place where we truly belong
 
And if you'd ever query my point of view
You know where it would leading to
 
We
Always want to reach
What we cannot achieve
But we
Must seize the opportunities
On our way to succeed
 
We need to be egocentric
To get the life we've craved for so long
We need to stay self-possessed
To find the place where we truly belong
 
Don't be afraid of oddity
It expands your reality
Unknown is not an enemy
Despite it seems to be
 
Don't be afraid of oddity
It expands your reality
Unknown is not an enemy
Despite it seems to be
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We
Always want to reach
What we cannot achieve
But we
Must seize the opportunities
On our way to succeed
 
We need to be egocentric
To get the life we've craved for so long
We need to stay self-possessed
To find the place where we truly belong
 
I still remember the time
Of everlasting nights
With a messed up state of mind
When the truth was hidden
Hidden beneath the lies
 
I stood for only misery
But found purpose for myself
And I -
After all this time
Now I finally recognize
The operation of this life
 
I perceive
I believe
If I subordinate everything to my dreams
The end will justify the means
 
Don't be afraid of oddity
It expands your reality
Unknown is not an enemy
Despite it seems to be
 
Don't be afraid of oddity
It expands your reality
Unknown is not an enemy
Despite it seems to be
 
We need to be egocentric
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To get the life we've craved for so long
We need to stay self-possessed
To find the place where we truly belong
 
Don't be afraid of oddity
It expands your reality
Unknown is not an enemy
Despite it seems to be
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Vigyázz Rám (Hun)
 
Egyedül járunk, már veszett minden remény
Keresztutak mentén, elottünk szakadék
De mikor az élet felemészt
Nekem a jelened menedék
 
Ezért kérlek, vigyázz rám!
Ha kell, a fél világon át!
És majd néha gondolj rám!
Egy-két bús magányos órán
 
Nem vagyok igaz jó barát
S Még kevésbé fonyeremény
De lélekben ott leszek veled
Minden rögös útveszto mentén
 
Ezért kérlek, vigyázz rám!
Ha kell, a fél világon át!
És majd néha gondolj rám!
Egy-két bús magányos órán
 
Nem érzem gyakran - tetteim öldöklo súlyát
Nem ismerhetem a kötelékünk majdanát
De itt most egy vers, kérlek „vedd el&quot;,
És sosem leszel egyedül már
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Vitals
 
Chances don't exist, we create them
Not only those ones what we demand
 
As we control our story
We write the history
 
In our whole life
We search for the light
But the infinite nights
Show us the essence of life
 
Straight from the start
Burdens load our hearts
 
As we looking for a better tomorrow
We could never leave all of our sorrow
 
In our whole life
We search for the light
But the infinite nights
Show us the essence of life
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Warrior
 
&quot;Don't write yourself off yet&quot;,
You can still do your best
Because you're glorious
In the end you're always victorious
 
Oh girl, don't you remember?
What doesn't kill you makes you stronger!
 
Even when you're left on your own
I know
You're brave
Like a warrior
Like a warrior
Even when this life brings you down
I know
You've got the strength
Of a warrior
Of a warrior
 
And as you stand stronger than before
You will never be hopeless anymore
Because I know what you're capable
You're unbreakable…!
 
Oh girl, don't you remember?
What doesn't kill you makes you stronger!
 
Even when you're left on your own
I know
You're brave
Like a warrior
Like a warrior
Even when this life brings you down
I know
You've got the strength
Of a warrior
Of a warrior
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When I'm With Them
 
Behind these walls
Pins and needles recall
‘Cos when I'm with them
My mind keeps playing tricks on me
I'm losing grip of reality
They whisper me what to do
That's why they are used
 
Sometimes I take them, to find inspiration
Sometimes just without purpose…
 
All I've got is a big amount of nothing
A dozen regrets
A dozen shattered dreams
A ruined self-esteem
 
A few couple years passed
And nothing changed
I don't live just vegetate
Slowly suffocate
 
Broken down
Left alone
I fell down
I lost hope
On my own
Without home
Everything crashed & burned
And there's nothing I learned
Am I the only,
Feeling this lonely?
 
I must try overcome my limits now
 
All I've got is a big amount of nothing
A dozen regrets
A dozen shattered dreams
A ruined self-esteem
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A few couple years passed
And nothing changed
I don't live just vegetate
Slowly suffocate
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When The Morning Comes
 
Intoxicated, smoking cigarettes,
Walking hand in hand with someone I just met
It's beautiful, but only for tonight
'Cause when the morning comes
When the morning comes
I wish I was alone again
I wish I could recall your name
I wish I was a lonely man
 
I just don't know why
But I can't feel the fire
So we could fall into each other
But only for tonight
 
Intoxicated, smoking cigarettes
Walking hand in hand with someone I just met
It's beautiful, and it will last this time
'Cause when the morning comes
When the morning comes
I never wanna be alone again
Now I couldn't forget your name
I never wanna be a lonely man
 
This time I can feel the fire
Rising high
So we could fall into each other
Because it will last this time
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Whiteface
 
I'm just a clown in a circus
Who can't give you anything at all,
But if you look beneath the surface
You might find my heart so true & pure
 
You know that I've got nothing
You know that I've got nothing
 
Although the tables are turning
My heart is still burning
Don't know what comes after this…
 
Seems like I'm flying high
But I'm sinking low
Feels like my heart is made of gold
But it is only made of stone
 
I should be better
But it is all I have
So if it's okay
Just accept me as I am
 
You know I'm good for nothing
You know I'm good for nothing
 
Although the tables are turning
My heart is still burning
Don't know what comes after this…
 
Seems like I'm flying high
But I'm sinking low
Feels like my heart is made of gold
But it is only made of stone
 
You know that I've got nothing
You know I'm good for nothing
You know that I've got nothing
You know I'm good for nothing
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Although the tables are turning
My heart is still burning
Don't know what comes after this…
 
Seems like I'm flying high
But I'm sinking low
Feels like my heart is made of gold
But it is only made of stone
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Wicked Game
 
I never knew
I'm this unknown
For a dozen years
I was living in your shadow.
I'm the wrong, I'm built to fall
But why should I just forgive it all?
Bury it all, or tear it up
Sorry I think I had enough.
Now what will happen when we're gone?
 
Don't heal me now.
I won't allow.
I have to solve this on my own.
 
This whole thing is a wicked game
We're going through a few thousand better days.
More disaster we survived
Drunken nights we felt so alive
I know I'll never say goodbye
But how we gonna make this right?
 
I'm out of time
It's too late to try
Better if I close my eyes
I'm in the dirt. Yes, it hurts.
Can't you see? I never get what I deserve.
 
Don't heal me now.
I won't allow.
I started to think I'll die alone
 
This whole thing is a wicked game
We're going through a few thousand better days.
More disaster we survived
Drunken nights we felt so alive
I know I'll never say goodbye
But how we gonna make this right?
 
Don't heal me now.
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I won't allow
Now I know I'll die alone.
 
This whole thing is a wicked game
We're going through a few thousand better days.
More disaster we survived
Drunken nights we felt so alive
I know I'll never say goodbye
But how we gonna make this right?
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Worthless
 
I tried to seem perfect
But the truth is I'm worthless
My good faith has lost
You know I am crazy
Feeling low lately
Nobody can save me
 
So just to ease my soul
I'm calling to you, sweet alcohol
Because I am convinced after all
You're the only cure I know
 
I am so empty
Wine bottles tempt me
Everything went wrong
You know I am crazy
Feeling low lately
Nobody can save me
 
So just to ease my soul
I'm calling to you, sweet alcohol
Because I am convinced after all
You're the only cure I know
 
You can be sure, it's the end
When the bottom of the bottle is your only friend
 
So just to ease my soul
I'm calling to you, sweet alcohol
Because I am convinced after all
You're the only cure I know
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You Know..
 
Sitting in the dark alone
Thinking of my biggest fall
It reminds me the writings on your wall
And your lovely moans…
 
I've become the miserable one
All alone I'm drunk
I hope you know
Said we wouldn't talk
But I lost control
And I need you so
 
7th shot of vodka, don't know what I'm looking for
Standing in the moonlight, like the way we did before
Now that you're gone there're no stories anymore
 
I've become the miserable one
All alone I'm drunk
I hope you know
Said we wouldn't talk
But I lost control
And I need you so
 
And I still don't know
How could I live with out - You
-must be hear me shout
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